
 

Summer Reading 2018 Booklist for incoming 3rd and 4th graders 
 

Choose one of the books on this list to read this summer. Then choose a minimum of 2 other books (from any 

other list or your own choice) to read! 

 

Stink: The Incredible Shrinking Kid (Stink, #1) by Megan McDonald. The shortest kid in the second grade, James Moody, 

also known as Stink, learns all about the shortest president of the United States, James Madison, when they celebrate 

Presidents' Day at school.  

 

PopTropica: The Lost Expedition by Kory Merritt. Unable to read their map, Oliver, Maya, and Jorge soon find themselves 

lost in Poptropica with Octavian hot on their trail.  

 

The Miniature World of Marvin and James by Elise Broach. When his best friend, a human boy named James, goes away 

on vacation, Marvin the beetle worries that their friendship may end.  

 

Red's Planet by Eddie Pittman. The story of headstrong 10-year-old foster child Red, who stows away on an alien 

spaceship and is marooned on a deserted planet with a menagerie of misfit aliens.  

 

The Night Gardener by Terry Fan. Everyone on Grimloch Lane enjoys the trees and shrubs clipped into animal 

masterpieces after dark by the Night Gardener; but William, a lonely boy, spots the artist, follows him, and helps with his 

special work.  

 

Bad Kitty Goes to the Vet by Nick Bruel. Even the best bad kitties can get sick, and when it happens, it means just one 

thing, a visit to the vet.  

 

The Nina, the Pinta, and the Vanishing Treasure (Alec Flint, #1) by Jill Santopolo. 4th grader Alec Flint is practicing to be 

a super sleuth. So when his dad, a local police officer, tells Alec the Christopher Columbus exhibit has gone missing from 

the town museum, Alec is on the case!  

 

Maxi's Secrets: Or What You Can Learn from a Dog by Lynn Plourde. Fifth-grader Timminy, who is small for his age and 

new in town, is not eager to start middle school, but he gets a great consolation prize in Maxi, a big, deaf, lovable dog.  

 

Beyond the Deepwoods (The Edge Chronicles: The Twig Saga #1) by Paul Stewart. Thirteen-year-old Twig, having 

always looked and felt different from his woodtroll family, learns that he is adopted and travels out of his Deepwoods 

home to find the place where he belongs.  

 

The Terrible Two Get Worse by Mac Barnett. In this, the second book in the series, friends and pranking partners Miles 

and Niles face a tough challenge when their favorite goat and nemesis, Principal Barkin, is replaced by his stern father, 

Former Principal Barkin, who turns the school into boot camp.  

 

The Trouble with Twins by Kathryn Siebel. When twin sisters become separated after a big fight, their strong sense of 

attachment leads them to find one another again.  

 

Rescue on the Oregon Trail (Ranger in Time, #1) by Kate Messner. Ranger, a golden retriever, unearths a mysterious box 

and finds himself transported back to the year 1850, where his faithful service is really needed by a family traveling west 

along the Oregon Trail.  

 

Short by Holly Goldberg Sloan. Very short for her age, Julia grows into her sense of self while playing a munchkin in a 

summer regional theater production of The Wizard of Oz.  

 

Mr. Lemoncello's Library Olympics by Chris Grabenstein. In this sequel, Kyle and his teammates compete with groups 

from all over America in the first-ever Library Olympiad, hosted by Mr. Lemoncello.  

 

A Dog's Purpose by Bruce Cameron. Searching for his purpose over the course of multiple canine lives, Bailey is reborn 

as a golden-haired puppy after a tragic death as a stray and shares a loving bond with young Ethan before he again dies 

and starts over.  


